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Establishing shot of city.



Echo and Aeryn on the metro to work, passing by Valhalla in the city center.



Echo entering her office and receiving a new message.



Echo meets her best friend and neighbor, Yooly, for lunch that day. News of the 
Naturalists riots are on the TV. Echo confesses her diagnosis and impending visit 
to Valhalla.



When Yooly steps out for a minute, a stranger approaches her about the 
Naturalist movement. He gives her a ring and asks her to join them later that 
evening to learn more.



Echo heads outside to walk back to work.



Echo puts on the ring and see the city in a different light.



After work, Echo drops off Aeryn at Yooly’s apartment so she can secretly meet 
up with the Naturalists.



Echo arrives to find the strange man, named Loqi, from earlier speaking to a 
small crowd.



Loqi tells the group of their plans to overthrow H2H. 



Loqi walks Echo home and asks her to join the revolt.



The day of Echo’s ascent to Valhalla.



Echo approaches Valhalla for the first time.



H2H scans Echo’s identity and an open door appears.



Echo just in inside giant halls of Valhalla



Echo approaches chair at base of tree.



Echo sitting on chair inside tree room.



Echo opening hidden control panel.



DARKNESS



Echo discovers a human experimentation lab



Echo & Loqi re-entering atrium that is now full of Naturalists.



(POV) Naturalists broadcasting live.



Riots break out across the city as Valhalla burned to the ground, city was in chaos.



Over the coming months and years, the revolt spread from city to city as the humans 
slowly removed technology from their daily lives.



Aeryn sat next to the fire while she told the children a story.



A confused child asked, “What’s a computer?”
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